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ELITES IN SOUTH ASIA
Edited by E. R. LEACH and S. N. MUKHERJEE

An interdisciplinary study of elitist behavior in India during and after British
rule. The papers consider who the men at the top were, the different spheres of
Indian life, and the relationships with the British. The problems studied are not
exclusive to the Indian subcontinent but apply to most of the developing coun-
tries of contemporary Asia, Africa and Latin America. $12.50

BUDDHISM AND THE SPIRIT CULTS IN NORTH-EAST
THAILAND

S. J. TAMBIAH

Describes the religious practices and beliefs of the people of a remote village in
North-east Thailand, showing how they form part of the wider network of civili-
zation. Dr Tambiah demonstrates that the contemporary village religion mani-
fests continuities as well as transformations with respect to the classical Buddhist
tradition. $16.50

THE BRITISH DISCOVERY OF HINDUISM
IN THE EIGHTEENTH CENTURY

Edited by P. J. MARSHALL

This is the first volume in a new series, The European Understanding of India,
which will consist of edited reprints of historically important works. Some of the
most significant English contributions to European understanding appear in this
first volume. An introduction by Dr Marshall shows how the new knowledge of
Hinduism became a weapon in controversies between Christians and unbelievers.

$17.50

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
32 East 57th Street
New York, N.Y. 10022
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from Cambridge

A COLLECTION OF TALES FROM UJI
D. E. MILLS

A translation and study of the Uji shui monogatari, a collection of about 200
Japanese tales which was probably compiled in the early thirteenth century. The
tales range from edifying Buddhist homilies to anecdotes about the everyday lives
of noble, priest, and peasant.

After surveying the history and character of tale collections of the kind in
Japan Dr Mills analyzes the Uji shui collection in detail, comparing its stories
with variant or parallel stories in other collections, and relating it in particular
to the twelfth-century Konjaku monogatari.

The tales throw interesting sidelights on the social life and attitudes of the
time. $11.50

THE HSI-YU CHI
A Study of Antecedents
to the Sixteenth-Century Chinese Novel

GLEN DUDBRIDGE

A study of the early versions of the classic Chinese novel known to readers in
English as Monkey. Dr Dudbridge examines a long tradition of earlier versions in
narrative and dramatic form through which the episodic cycle slowly took shape.
The two main fields of interest are popular culture and folklore and the develop-
ment of Chinese vernacular literature. Dr Dudbridge provides a thorough survey
of present knowledge about the subject.

This finely detailed study uses Chinese characters, both on text pages and in
the bibliography, which is very extensive. The plates reproduce paintings, carv-
ings and sections of original text relevant to the tradition. 525.00

CAMBRIDGE UNIVERSITY PRESS
32 East 57th Street
New York, N.Y. 10022
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ThefeumiSMkibu
Romance of

the Heian Court

Translated
"with an Introduction by Edwin A. Cranston

Izumi Shikibu, a famous poetess and now a legendary figure in Japan, scandal-
ized the Heian court of the early eleventh century by her ardent affairs with two
of the Emperor's sons. The Izumi Shikibu nikki reveals the early months of her
love affair with Prince Atsumichi. Her story is told in the form of a poem-diary,
which presents chronologically the poems exchanged between Izumi and her
lover. Mr. Cranston's translation remains faithful to the Japanese conception
without succumbing to textualism, and the result is a pleasing combination of
accuracy, sensitivity, and elegance of style. Mr. Cranston also includes a bio-
graphical sketch of the poetess, a description of the genre and textual history of
the diary, and a complete study of the literary and technical problems presented
by this early example of Japanese belles-lettres. Mr. Cranston teaches Japanese
literature at Harvard University. Harvard-Yenching Institute Monograph Series,
19- $12.50

Harvard University Press
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A mirror of
Chinese life

HARVARD STUDIES IN
EAST ASIAN LAW
Jerome Alan Cohen, Chairman
of the Editorial Committee
Only in the last decade have Amer-
ican scholars become aware of the
value that the study of law can have
to an understanding of the evolu-
tion of Chinese social, economic,
and political life. This important new
series provides new insights into the
traditions, theoretical bases, and
workings of East Asian law.

CONTEMPORARY
CHINESE LAW:
Research Problems and Perspec-
tives. Edited by Jerome Alan Cohen.
Thirteen essays that explore the
methodology for studying Chinese
law and investigate research ma-
terials, analyze terminology prob-
lems, and discuss the comparisons
between the Chinese legal system
and our own and that of the U.S.S.R.

"...It will be praised by men con-
cerned with seeking the universal in-
sistence of social order. The authors
have proved that China is not
chaotic, although it presents less fa-
miliar features of social order than
any other of the great families of
law."-Harvard Law Review $10.00

LAW IN IMPERIAL CHINA:
Exemplified by 190 Ch'ing Dynasty
Cases (translated from the Hsing-an
hui-lan) with Historical, Social, and
Judicial Commentaries. By Derk
Bodde and Clarence Morris. "A
landmark for the subject — a magis-

terial survey which both consolidates
and amplifies previous work in the
te\d."-Public Affairs. $ 17.50

THE CRIMINAL PROCESS
IN THE PEOPLE'S
REPUBLIC OF CHINA,
1949-1963:
An Introduction. By Jerome Alan
Cohen. " . . . one of the most reveal-
ing books yet published concerning
the sociopolitical life of the ordinary
Chinese on the Mainland." — The
Annals of the American Academy
of Political and Social Sciences.

$15.00

AGREEMENTS OF THE
PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF
CHINA, 1949-1967:
A Calendar. By Douglas Millar
Johnston and Hungdah Chiu. "Seri-
ous students of China and interna-
tional law will be deeply indebted
to the prodigious labor and impres-
sive scholarship which this seminal
reference work represents." — Har-
vard International Law Journal.

$12.50

A new brochure describing all our booh
on Asia is available upon request.

HARVARD
UNIVERSITY
PRESS
Cambridge, Mass. 02138
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CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESSI

Viet-Nam Crisis
A Documentary History
Volume It 1940-1956

Edited by ALLAN W. CAMERON. The most exhaustive work
of its kind, this collection of 190 documents on the developing
Viet-Nam crisis contains many selections not previously avail-
able in English. General introductions place each document
in its historical context.
424 pages. $15.00

The Economy of Indonesia
Selected Readings

Edited by BRUCE GLASSBURNER. Aimed at filling the
need for a comprehensive work on the Indonesian economy,
this book brings together the most valuable essays on the
subject. Included are thirteen articles by leading authorities
on economic policies, agriculture, population and manpower,
industry, money and finance.
448 pages, 36 tables. $15.00

Economic Systems of Northern
Thailand
Structure and Change

by EDWARD VAN ROY. The author combines the skills of
the economist with those of the anthropologist to analyze non-
Western economic systems. He deals with the regularities of
three Northern Thai economies: swiddening among the hill
tribes, the production and marketing of miang in the uplands,
and the cultivation of tea on a modern plantation.
312 pages, 8 tables. $10.00

Cornell University Press ITHACA AND LONDON
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"CORNELL UNIVERSITY PRESS

NEW CORNELL PAPERBACKS

Viet-Nam and the West
By RALPH SMITH. This history of Vietnamese cultural atti-
tudes throughout history contends that a major reason for
American difficulties in Viet-Nam has been the failure to
appreciate how wide the gulf is between Viet-Nam and the
West.
224 pages. paper, $1.95

Viet Nam—The Unheard Voices
By DON LUCE and JOHN SOMMER. "Damning, challenging,
a cri de coeur, this is an eyewitness and earwitness report on
the anguish of Viet Nam by two young Americans who, in
their [13] years out there, were unofficial, unconventional and,
alas, unheeded."—Saturday Review
350 pages. paper, $1.95

Nationalism and Revolution
in Indonesia

By GEORGE McTURNAN KAHIN. "One can hardly imagine
a more thoroughly documented account of conditions, events,
and personalities that shaped Indonesia . . . almost a week-by-
week chronicle."—Saturday Review *
512 pages. paper, $3.95

Twentieth Century Chinese Poetry
An Anthology

Edited by KAI-YU HSU. "The editor has obviously pored
over hundreds of books of poetry and read thousands of
poems before extracting the poetical essence of half a cen-
tury. Nearly fifty poets are represented, and at least half of
them have never been translated before."—Saturday Review
518 pages. paper, $3.45

Cornell University Press ITHACA AND LONDON
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Oxford University Press

The Invasion of Nepal
JOHN COMPANY AT WAR

By JOHN PEMBLE, University of Leicester. This is the first full-length study of
the Anglo-Nepalese War of 1814-16, perhaps the first "frontier" war in the history
of British India. Based on many previously unused contemporary and official
private documents, the book gives a detailed narrative of hostilities and also
traces the broader historical consequences. 7 plates, 8 maps. $14.50

The Love of God
According to "Saiva Siddhanta"
A STUDY IN THE MYSTICISM AND THEOLOGY OF SAIVISM

By MARIASUSAI DHAVAMONY, Gregorian University, Rome. The subject of
religious love has long fascinated the modern mind and contributed much to a
deeper understanding of the relationship between God and man. This book deals
with the doctrine of the love of God as it is found in the classical texts of a non-
Christian religious sect, the Saiva Siddhanta. $13.50

The Pengo Language
GRAMMAR, TEXTS, AND VOCABULARY

By T. BURROW, Balliol College, Oxford; and S. BHATTACHARYA, Indian
Institute of Advanced Studies, Simla. This book gives an account of the standard
dialect of the Pengo language, particularly regarding the grammatical system and
the Dravidian part of the vocabulary. The first part of the book consists of the
grammar. This is followed by the texts and translations, which contain legends
and mythology associated with the culture and religion. The last part of the book
contains the vocabulary. $8.50

Visnuism and Sivaism
A COMPARISON

By J. GONDA, University of Utrecht. This work presents a detailed discussion of
some of those historical, doctrinal, ritual, and literary aspects of Visnuism and
Sivaism. Being comparative in character, the book delineates the main character-
istics of each tradition and reconsiders some vexed problems relating to their
origin and the history of their theological doctrines and practices. (Jordan Lec-
tures in Comparative Religion.) (The Athlone Press.) $11.25

W OXFORD W UNIVERSITY W PRESS
200 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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Oxford University Press

Ts'ao Yii
THE RELUCTANT DISCIPLE OF CHEKHOV AND O'NEILL;
A STUDY IN LITERARY INFLUENCE
By JOSEPH S. M. LAU, Chung Chi College, Hong Kong University. Ts'ao Yu is
one of the most important modern Chinese playwrights. This book is not only an
introduction to the work of a recent literary figure who helped establish Western-
style drama on the Chinese stage, it is also the first critical study with a com-
parative approach. The author examines four of Ts'ao Yii's eight plays which he
considers the best, exploring their source, form, and Western counterparts.
(Centre of Asian Studies, No. 2.) (Hong Kong University Press.) Paper, $3.25

Muslim Rule in India
THE ASSESSMENTS OF BRITISH HISTORIANS
By J. S. GREWAL, Punjab University. From about 1770 to 1840 the develop-
ment of British historical writing on medieval Muslim India was intimately con-
nected with the course of contemporary expansion of British rule. While stressing
the conflict of assumptions between three major schools of thought, the Enlight-
enment, Utilitarianism, and the Romantic movement, the author contends that
the assumption of the intellectual and moral superiority of contemporary Britain
over Muslim India gives a certain unity to British historiography of this period.

$4.50

Industrial Conflict in Malaya
PRELUDE TO THE COMMUNIST REVOLT OF 1948
By M. R. STENSON, University of Auckland, New Zealand. In this study Dr.
Stenson analyzes the internal dynamics of industrial conflict within a rapidly
changing colonial society. He discusses the changes brought about by the com-
munist revolt and its influence upon the growth and nature of unionism. The
revolt of 1948 is also shown as a result of World War II having increased the
differences between the labor force and the employers. A postscript surveys the
subsequent period up to 1969. $8.00

The Philippines Claim to Sabah
ITS HISTORICAL, LEGAL, AND POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS
By M. O. ARIFF. In 1962 President Macapagal of the Philippines laid his gov-
ernment's claim to Sabah, a British colony then due for independence. When in
1963 Sabah joined the Federation of Malaysia, the claim was preferred against
the new Federation. In this book the author first examines the foundation upon
which the dispute rests, then presents the dispute against the background of the
relevant historic facts. Finally, he establishes the validity of the bases of each
treaty's stand against accepted international law practice. 5 maps. (Oxford in
Asia Current Affairs.) Paper, $4.00

OXFORD W UNIVERSITY W PRESS
200 Madison Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10016
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announcing
a new title of
critical importance
to students of China
and the Far East

Agricultural Production in Communist
China, 1949-1965. By Kang Chao. The
Chinese economy sustains a population
that will soon number a billion, more
than one quarter of the world's people.
China's agriculture is faced with the
staggering need to clothe and feed this
population, and its success or failure is
now a matter of worldwide significance.
Despite the gravity of the problem, West-
ern knowledge of China's agricultural
productivity of the last two decades has
been scant. Professor Kang Chao's care-
ful study is the first to assess China's
agricultural performance with a high
degree of certainty and comprehensive-
ness. Chao, who has thoroughly can-
vassed Chinese journals and newspapers,
local as well as national, analyzes the
economic impact of the institutional
changes in rural China which were car-
ried out at high speed under the policy
of socialist transformation. In the "great
leap forward," the policy of the govern-
ment generated not only a social but
also a technological revolution, and
Chao discusses in detail the ramifications
within the agricultural sector. Chao's
concluding analysis of the government's
experience in developing agriculture in-
dicates that it has not been entirely
successful. His analysis is documented
by comprehensive charts, and, in the
discussion, by an admirable balance of
theory and fact. ISBN 0-299-05770-4. LC
70-121766. 374 pages, figs. Just pub-
lished. Cloth $15.00.

recent titles of interest

Economic Interdependence in Southeast
Asia. Proceedings of a Conference held
at Bangkok, 1967. Edited by Theodore
Morgan and Nyle Spoelstra. Economists
and planners from ten Southeast Asian
nations here o u t l i n e their country's
economic experiences, and the implica-
tions of those experiences for future
regional cooperation. " . . . offers the
specialist... a wealth of material: many
statistical data on agricultural produc-
tion, industrialization, and foreign trade;
astute observations on the n a t i o n a l
economies; and valuable comparisons
of the diverse development strategies
and their results."—Journal of Develop-
ing Areas. ISBN 0-299-05150-1. LC 68-
9021. 442 pages, figs. 1969. Cloth $12.50.

Foreign Investment and Industrialisation
in Singapore. Edited by Helen Hughes
and You Poh Seng. " . . . a collection of
essays which critically examine both the
benefits and costs of foreign investment.
It is also a most convincing factor anal-
ysis of the correlation between foreign
capital investments and the economic
policies of the Singapore government.
A pioneering effort, the study . . . exam-
ines the investments of six principal
countries—the United Kingdom, Aus-
tralia, Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan, and
the U n i t e d States—by interviewing
business executives of their 127 firms
located in Singapore."—Pacific Affairs.
ISBN 0-299-05420-9. LC 69-14301. 240
pages. 1969. Cloth $6.50.

University of Wisconsin Press
Box l379,Madison,Wisconsin 53701
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NEW _
INSIGHTS
INTOASIA

PRAEGER
Wider War: The Struggle for Cambodia, Thailand, Laos
By Donald Kirk. 336 pp., 4pp maps and charts, bibliog., index

May $10.00

Warlord Politics: Conflict and Coalition in the
Modernization of Republican China
By Lucian W. Pye. Praeger Library of Chinese Affairs. 320 pp., 1 map,
tables, bibliog., index August $12.50

In Search of Southeast Asia: A Modern History
By David Joel Steinberg, David K. Wyatt, John R. W. Smail, Alexander
Woodside, William R. Roff, and David P. Chandler. Edited by David Joel
Steinberg. 544 pp., 10 maps, bibliog., index, appends., glossary

Published $12.95 (Paperback $5.95)

China Trade Prospects and U.S. Policy
Edited by Alexander Eckstein. Contributors include Jerome Alan Cohen,
Robert F. Dernberger, and John R. Garson. Published for the National
Committee on United States-China Relations. Praeger Library of Chinese
Affairs. 360 pp., 1 chart, 19 tables, index Published $10.50

Conflict in Laos: The Politics of Neutralization (Revised
and Enlarged Edition)
By Arthur J. Dommen. 450 pp., maps, tables, appends., bibliog., index

May ca. $12.50
History of Indonesia in the Twentieth Century
Bemhard Dahm. 320 pp., maps, index Published $10.00

Ideology and Practice: The Evolution of Chinese
Communism
James ChiehHsiung. 380 pp. notes, bibliog., index

Published $11.00 (Paperback $4.50)

Between Two Fires: The Unheard Voices of Vietnam
Edited by Ly Qui Chung. Introduction by Frances FitzGeraid. 144 pp.,
1 map Published $5.95 (Paperback $1.95)

Banner of People's War, The Party's Military Line
By General Vo Nguyen Giap. Preface by Jean Lacouture. Introduction by
Georges Boudarel. 128 pp., illus. Published $5.50

: - • • : -

111 Fourth Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10003
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ALDINE • ATHERTON
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STUDIES

MUSLIM STUDIES
by Ignaz Goldziher, edited by S. M. Stem, Fellow of All Souls College, Oxford.
"Any serious student of Islamic society can only profit by reading the brilliant and scholarly analysis
in Goldziher's work."—Eastern Horizon.
Originally published in 1889-90, Ignaz Goldziher's Muslim Studies still ranks high among the classics
of Islamic scholarship and remains of fundamental importance to the study of Islam as a religion and
a civilization. Translated into English for the first time, Volume I was published in 1968 and with the
publication of Volume II, the work is complete. In Volume I, Goldziher is concerned with the imposition
of Islam on the social structure and traditions of different nationalities. The second volume contains
his famous study on the development of the Hadith, the "Traditions" ascribed to Muhammad. S. M.
Stern, a noted Islamic scholar, has brought the annotation up-to-date and has indicated the most im-
portant relevant literature. Vol. I, 254 pp., $8.75. Vol. I I , Approx. 376 pp., $11.50.

THE MACHINE-BUILDING INDUSTRY IN COMMUNIST CHINA
by Chu-yuan Cheng, Lawrence University and the University of Michigan.
Professor Cheng here assesses the significance of machine building to China's industrial and economic
growth. Despite its importance, research on this subject has been practically nonexistent, and this work
is the first comprehensive inquiry into this growing branch of the Chinest economy. Analyzing both the
quantitative and qualitative aspects of the industry, the author has amassed a wealth of information
entirely from original Chinese sources. Approx. 304 pp. $9.75.

AMERICA AND THE ASIAN REVOLUTIONS
edited and with an introduction by Robert Jay Lifton, Yale University.
The expiosiveness of Southeast Asia has only partially resulted from American military involvement
there. The articles in this volume probe beneath ambiguous, often contradictory news reports and
political polemics to illuminate the domestic and international consequences of American adventurism
and to indicate the prognosis for future disturbances. The authors discuss the impact of the Vietnam
war upon Asian and American persons and politics, describe American involvement in other Southeast
Asian countries, and discuss Mao, the Chinese Revolution, and China's hostility to the United States.
178 pp. A Trans-Action book. Clothbound, $5.95. Paperbound, $2.45.

Aldine • Atherton
529 S. "WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO, I I I . 60605
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"A major step beyond
the familiar conclusions
of cold war scholarship"

—Library Journal
In this latest Pantheon "antitextbook," twelve
brilliant young scholars challenge the miscon-
ceptions about Asia that have prevailed for two
decades in American academic and political
circles. Their unorthodox essays include a fresh
interpretation of the Korean War... a brilliant
examination of Japan's postwar recovery...
and studies of modernization politics, teaching
about Asia, Chinese social experiments, the
cold war, and people's wars. Exposing the irra-
tionality that has dominated American thinking,
they make a powerful plea for more humane
policies abroad and at home. Cloth $10;
Vintage paperbound $2.45

Other important Pantheon books about Asia
THE INDOCHINA STORY
A Fully Documented Account by THE COMMITTEE OF
CONCERNED ASIAN SCHOLARS. A handbook of extraor-
dinary scope and detail on the history and present
status of America's involvement in Indochina, writ-
ten by more than twenty academic specialists.

$8.95

ANGKOR
by JAN MYRDAL and GUN KESSLE. A stunning photo
essay on one of the great architectural monu-
ments of the world — the first to view Angkor not
merely as a work of art, but as the focal point of a
brilliant examination of Asian culture and Western
attitudes toward it. 120 photos.

Cloth $6.95; vintage paperbound $2.95

INDIA'S CHINA WAR
by NEVILLE MAXWELL. A veteran London Times corre-
spondent explodes the myths surrounding the
Chinese-Indian border dash of 1962. "An histori-
cal achievement of the first rank."—A. J. P. TAYLOR,
The Observer. $10

AN APPROACH TO
THE ASIAN DRAMA
by GUNNAR MYRDAL. Selections from the meth-
odological and theoretical parts of Myrdal's monu-
mental Twentieth-Century Fund study Asian Drama:
An Inquiry into the Poverty of Nations.

Vintage paperbound $3.95

CHINA:
The Revolution Continued
by JAN MYRDAL and GUN KESSLE. Lavishly illustrated
with photographs by Gun Kessle, this is the long-
awaited sequel to the Myrdals' classic Report from
a Chinese Village. It records their second visit to
the village of Liu Ling — and their talks with the
villagers about how the "cultural revolution" has
affected daily life on the mainland. $5.95

Now at your bookstore

PANTHEON
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Sanskrit Texts, Translations, Studies
AVAILABLE IN THE AMERICAS FROM

TheTheosophical Publishing House
at Wheaton, Illinois—a suburb of Chicago.

• SOLE DISTRIBUTOR in North 8c South America for publications of

the Adyar Library 8c Research Centre, Madras, India.

In the Adyar Library Series, approximately 100 works are now

available from us. The following are sotne of them:

Music: RAGAVIBODHA OF SOMANATHA. By Pt. S. Subrahmanya Saslr! (ed.). A standard 17th-century
work on Karnatic or South Indian music with the author's own commentary and critical Introduction.
Chapter 2 is on the structure of Veena and the technique of using it. Series 48. $5. Order No. 7289
Music: SAMGRAHA-CHUDAMANI OF GOVINDA. By Pt. S. Subrahmanya Sastri (ed.) A unique text on
Karnatic or South Indian and Oesi or (oik music, giving the basic principles of notes, scales, modes,
composition, and rhythm; edited with a critical introduction. Series 17. $4.75. Order No. 7354
Astrology: VARAHA-MIHIRA-HORA-SASTRAM. By A. N. Srlnlvasaraghava Alyangar (ed.). A classic
work on Hindu astrology, with the editor's detailed commentary unraveling abstruse teachings and a
critical introduction. Series 79. $7.50. Order No. 7417

Philosophy: THE PHILOSOPHY OF VISISHTADVAITA. By P. N. Srlnivasachari. A comprehensive study
of the main features of the Visishtadvaita philosophy of Ramanujacharya and its relation to other
schools of Vedanta. Extensive introduction, glossary, and index. Reprint 0/ the long out-ol-prlnt
edition. Series 39. $9.75. Order No. 7495
Philosophy: SAMKALPA-SURYODAYA OF VENKATANATHA. By Pt. V. Krlshnamacharya (ed.). An
allegorical drama embodying the teachings of the Visishtadvaita-Vedanta philosophy of Ramanuiacharya,
edited with commentaries. Two volumes. Series 65. $14 for 2 vols. Order No. 7360

• MOTILAL BANARSIDASS (DELHI)—books from this publisher, and others,
available from us: Sanskrit texts, translations & studies of Vedas, Vedanta
Puranas, astrology, Sanskrit literature, grammar, 8c c. Free list on request.

• BRAHMAVIDYA—subscriptions taken for this Adyar Library research jour-
nal, which publishes the work of Indologists. $4 a year.

• Publishers also of QUEST BOOKS, mostly paperbound. Special descriptive
list available.

WRITE FOR LISTS TO The Theosophical Publishing House,
Box 270, Wheaton, Illinois 60187. Telephone 312-665-0123.

Mail Book-Lending Service.
ORIENTAL SECTION—NATIONAL LIBRARY

THE THEOSOPHICAL SOCIETY IN AMERICA

• SPECIALISTS are invited to use the Library's service for works in Asian
studies, comparative religions, and philosophies. Reading and acquisition
lists (50$ on request. Fee $8 a year, postage additional. To inquire, address:
Librarian, The Theosophical Society in America, Box 270, Wheaton,
Illinois 60187. Telephone 312-668-1571. Books loaned only in the U.S.A.
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Chicago Studies.
THE ORGINS OF STATECRAFT IN CHINA
Volume One: The Western Chou Empire
Herrlee G. Creel, University of Chicago
Until now, little has been known about this period because the historical evidence is
obscure and fragmentary. This volume, a work of extraordinarily broad and deep
scholarship, is the result of years of analysis of all known sources. It shows that the
Chinese were the first to develop a pure theory of administration; they were centuries
or millennia ahead of the West in developing civil service examinations, universities
to train graduates in government service, merit rating, and statistic control.
1970 6x9 573 pages Cloth $17.50

CHINESE THOUGHT FROM CONFUCIUS
TO MAO TSE-TUNG
Herrlee G. Creel, University of Chicago
Professor Creel shows the relationships between social milieu and the development of
thought as he deals with pre-Confucian thought, Confucianism, Mo Tzu, Mencius,
Taoist mystical skepticism, die authoritarianism of Hsiin Tzu, Legalist totalitarianism,
Han eclecticism, Buddhism and Neo-Confucianism, the reaction against Neo-Confu-
cianism, and Western influences.

"There exists nowhere else such a well-written presentation of the main trends
in Chinese diought in so brief a space."—New York. Times Book. Review

Cloth edition (1953), $6.95.
P394 1971 5% x 8 303 pages Paper $2.95

ASIA IN THE MAKING OF EUROPE
Volume II: A Century of Wonder
Boo\ One: The Visual Arts
Donald F. Lach, University of Chicago
A Century of Wonder examines die influence of new information about Asia on the
arts, institutions, literatures, and ideas of sixteendi-century Europe. In Book One,
Mr. Lach focuses specifically on the effect on European art of die "silent sources"—
the Eastern art objects, artifacts, flora, fauna, and crafts that found their way to the
West.

Also available:
Volume I: The Century of Discovery (1965, $20.00 Cloth)
Books One and Two . . . 1005 pages, 105 plates
"One can say that nothing of this magnitude has been performed before, and

nothing is likely to be performed again."—Geoffrey Barraclough, New York. Review
of Books
1970 6 x 9% 273 pages, 151 plates Cloth $12.50

THE LIMITED ELITE
Politics and Government in Two Indian Cities
Donald B. Rosenthal, State University of New Yor\ at Buffalo
The author has used hundreds of interviews widi bureaucrats, journalists, politicians,
educators, organization leaders, and members of municipal bodies in the large cities
Agra and Poona. The material is organized into specific chapters on political groups
and alliance formation, public behavior in municipal elections, contests for die offices
of mayor and deputy mayor, sources of conflict in municipal government, and admin-
istrative politics.
1971 6x9 370 pages Cloth $12.75

The University of Chicago Press
5801 South Ellis Avenue Chicago 60637
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COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS

China and Russia: The "Great Game"
O. EDMUND CLUBB. In this major book by one of America's most experienced diplomats, O. Ed-
mund Clubb takes his readers through more than three centuries of dealings between these two world
powers and offers a masterful and authoritative exposition of the significance of this long history
for the world today. $12.95

The Introduction of Socialism Into China
LI YU-NING. A stimulating survey of the ways in which Western socialism was introduced into China
at the beginning of the twentieth century. The author also elucidates the role of contemporaneous
Japanese thinking which entered China in the form of many translations of Japanese socialist writings.
Occasional papers, East Asian Institute $4.00

The Successors of Genghis Khan
JOHN ANDREW BOYLE, translator. A translation and commentary on one of the most important sec-
tions of Rashid al-Din Fadl Allah's Jami' al Tawarikh, the first world history ever written.
Persian Heritage Series, General Editor E. Yar-Shater. $12.50

Chushingura: The Treasury of Loyal Retainers
Translated by DONALD KEENE. Also known as the story of the Forty-Six (or Forty-Seven) Ronin,
this is the most famous and perenially popular of all Japanese dramas, even today in cinema and
television versions. Many earlier versions of the tragic story have been made, but this one, which
follows a 1706 play by Chikamatsu, has retained its preeminence. A complete translation is given here
with notes and an introduction.
One of the "Translations from the Oriental Classics." $6.00 cloth; $1.95 paper

Phantasies of a Love Thief:
THE CAURAPANCASIKA
ATTRIBUTED TO BILHANA. A CRITICAL EDITION AND
TRANSLATION FROM THE SANSKRIT OF TWO RECENSIONS,
WITH SIXTEENTH-CENTURY ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE TEXT.
BARBARA STOLER MILLER. "For the non-Sanskritist, her translation has a rare value among Eng-
lish renderings of Oriental works of literature . . . she has produced a translation which is at once
reliable and reflects the literary qualities of the original—a rare double accomplishment . . ."—
W. Norman Brown, President, American Institute of Indian Studies $11.00

Imperial Restoration in Medieval Japan
H. PAUL VARLEY. This work begins with an examination of the institutional and intellectual
developments in early medieval Japan when a transition from rule by courtiers to rule by warriors
began in the late twelfth century and reached its climax in the Kemmu Restoration of 1333-36. The
Kemmu Restoration became a fiercely controversial issue among Japanese historians and Professor Var-
ley provides a historiographic study of this important interpretational issue in Japanese history from
the fourteenth to the twentieth century.
Studies of the East Asian Institute $8.00

COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY PRESS
Address for orders: 136 So. Broadway, Irvington, N.Y. 10583

In Canada: McGill-Queen's University Press, 3458 Redpath St., Montreal 109
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-New
Tiruray Justice
Traditional Tiruray Law and Morality

Stuart A. Schlegel
The Tiruray, a pagan tribe, live in relative isolation in the Philippine mountains. In examining the
Tiruray legal system, the author suggests that their key roles and institutions are derived from basic
Tiruray morality with its fundamental "common sense" view of reality.

1971 LC: 72-107660 225 pages maps $5.50

Now available in paperback

Society in India
Volume One: Continuity and Change

Volume Two: Change and Continuity

David G. Mandelbaum
This analysis of Indian society is the most comprehensive study done in recent times. In bringing to-
gedier results of modern research, it reveals the regular patterns that underlie social relations throughout
the country. It also oudines some of the principal social and regional variations.

1970 LC: 70-99952 800 pages paper, $3.25 per volume
cloth, $10.00 per volume

Man in the Universe
Some Cultural Continuities in Indian Thought

W. Norman Brown

"Professor Brown's purpose is to throw light upon the riddle which has always perplexed western In-
dologists; namely, what is the vitalizing element which has given Hindu culture its unique and seemingly
invincible continuity . . . He has successfully broken down this vitalizing element."

—Times Literary Supplement
128 pages paper, $1.85; doth, $5.00

Now available in paperback

Caste and Kinship in Central India
A Village and Its Region

Adrian C. Mayer
"Should be read by all who want to know how and why things get done in an Indian village. . . . A
major work on Indian society . . . one which should be read and digested by all serious students of Indian
society."—Journal of Asian Studies

320 pages illustrations paper, $2.85; cloth, $6.00

Now available in paperback

A Short History of Chinese Art
New, Revised Printing

Michael Sullivan
"Absorbingly interesting and well written. . . . Should prove to be not only the most complete, and
convenient to use, introduction to Chinese art for students and collectors, but also a most useful textbook,
to fulfill a long-felt need."—Journal of Asian Studies

314 pages 121 plates paper, $2.85; doth, $6.95

Now available in paperback

City Life in Japan
A Study of a Tol(yo Ward

R. P. Dore
"Without doubt one of the most informative and perceptive studies of Japan since the end of the War."

—American Political Science Review
"An almost perfect fusion of sociological and andiropological techniques of analysis."

—American Journal of Sociology
472 pages paper, $2.85; doth, $8.00

^ ^ from CaliforniaUniversity of California Press • Berkeley 94720
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ft\
"FILLS A MAJOR

k KNOWLEDGE-GAP."*

w r y îm ^ ^ ^

1

^ | ^ k Edited by MARVIN & SUSAN GETTLEMAN
^ ^ ^ and LAWRENCE & CAROL KAPLAN.

Includes writings by Bernard Fall, Prince Sihanouk, Lon Nol, Richard
Nixon, and others, never-before-translated material from the French,
and previously unpublished documents of Indochinese revolutionary
movements. "The most up-to-the-minute and comprehensive account
of the little-known events leading up to, and including, President
Nixon's Cambodian incursion . . . its meaning, impact and probable
future consequences."— '^Publishers' Weekly. Cloth $8.95; Vintage
paperbound $2.45. Now at your bookstore. RANDOM HOUSE y \

TRADITIONAL
CHINESE
HUMOR

A STUDY IN ART
AND LITERATURE

By Henry W. Wells

Explores the vital role of
humor in Chinese painting

and sculpture as well as
poetry and prose. Includes

numerous quotations in
English translation and

twelve halftones. •
256 pages

$7,95

ORIENTALISM
AND

HISTORY
Edited by Denis Sinor

Presents an expanded and
up-to-date edition of essays

intended to provide
guidelines for both the

general historian
undertaking oriental

research and the orientalist
seeking to relate his special

study to general history.
Contributors include

Henry Frankfort,
Bernard Lewis, J. E. van

Lohuizen-de Leeuw,
Edwin G. Pulleyblank,

and Denis Sinor.
144 pages

$4.95

INDIANA
UNIVERSITY
PRESS
BLOOMINGTON
1 VI r\ 1 A K| A
INDIANA
47401
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The Growth Potential of the
Japanese Economy
KENNETH K. KURIHARA

The postwar Japanese economic "miracle" is by now familiar, but
observers disagree about its causes as well as Japan's prospects for con-
tinuing growth. Professor Kurihara analyzes the fundamental forces
governing the expansion of the Japanese economy to the present and
for the decades ahead. His conclusions challenge some accepted as-
sumptions about the nation's growth potential. $8.50

JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES IN ASIA

Robert E. Osgood, George R. Packard HI, and John H. Badgley
$1.95 paper

SOUTHEAST ASIA TOMORROW
Problems and Prospects for U. S. Policy
Melvin Gurtov $6.95, $1.95 paper

T H E JOHNS HOPKINS PRESS Baltimore, Maryland 21218

ROYAL ASIATIC SOCIETY

OF GREAT BRITAIN

AND IRELAND

(Founded 1823)

56 Queen Anne Street, London, WIM 9LA

THE SOCIETY'S JOURNAL contains original articles on the archaeology, art,
history, language, literature, beliefs and countries of the East as well as reviews
of books dealing with those topics.

Applications for membership of the Society should be sent to the Secretary at
the above address.

Libraries and non-members can obtain the Journal (two issues of 96 pp. an-
nually) post-free for £4. 4s. p.a. (trade price £3. 10s.) or single copies for £2. 2s.
(trade price £1. 15s.), payable to the Secretary in advance.

Taken by libraries in all Continents, the Journal accepts advertisements at the
following rates for each insertion: for a full page £15, a half-page £8, and a quar-
ter-page £5.
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WILLIAM McNAUGHTON

The Taoist Vision
The vision of the Tao has influenced
men for over 2500 years—revealing it-
self in ancient Chinese songs, in the
teachings of ZenBuddhism, in the poetry
of E. E. Cummings. In this lively and
discerning anthology, the Chinese "phi-
losophy of the Tao" is introduced to
Western readers. The aim is not expli-
cation, but revelation of the "Taoist
vision" on its own terms. Included are
the most significant passages from the
Tao Te Ching and from Chuang Tzu's

Book; a selection of relevant Chinese,
Japanese, and Western literature; and
reproductions of three great Taoist
paintings.

$4.95
paperbound $1.95

University of Micl)i0an Press
ANN ARBOR

THE DEVELOPING ECONOMIES
Quarterly Journal

of
Institute of Developing Economies

(Formerly: The Institute of Asian Economic Affairs)
42, Ichigaya-Hommura-cho, Shinjuku-ku

Tokyo, 162 Japan

Volume VIII June 1970 Number 2

Traditional Pattern of Land Occupancy in Black Africa Hiroshi Akabane
An Analysis of the Factors Related to the Variation of the

Foreign Trade Proportion Among Countries Glenn C. Blomquist
Minerals and Metals in Japanese-Australian Trade Peter Drysdale
Pulling Effect and the Capacity to Follow

—The Case of Japan in East Asia— Liang-Shing Fan
British Views of India and Arguments on the Raj

—An Essay Towards a Theoretical Framework— Toru Matsui

Book Review

Volume VIII September 1970 Number 3

A Hypothetical Projection of the Chinese
Economy: 1966-1981 Shigeru Ishikawa

Inflation, Real Wages and the Rate of Saving in the Philippines M. L. Treadgold
Capital Allocation in Less Developed Economies Warren Hogan
A Theoretical Framework for the Monetary

and Fiscal Analysis of Underdeveloped Economies Jagdish Handa
Hicks on Economic History P. Henderson & P. Maitra
Book Review

Subscription price (4 issues): $12.00 (post free)
Single Copies: Ordinary issue $250. Special issue $450 (post free)

Orders may be sent to the sole agent:
MARUZEN CO., LTD. P. O. Box 5050, Tokyo International, 100-31 Japan
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WINCHESTER PRESS

The excitement of jungle life TRACKS
in Southeast Asia coupled 2±m m Ml
with rare insights into the OF AN
social characteristics of INTRUDER
the little known Lahu people

fiy G0RDQN
192 pages Illus. $5.95

Reared among the Lahu tribesmen of the remote jungles of Southeast
Asia, Gordon Young spoke Lahu before he learned English. A trained
naturalist and ethnologist as well as a passionate big-game hunter,
Young brings to this book his love for the jungles where he has spent
most of his life. This is an account of men struggling with nature by a
man who has struggled with them and has willingly sought out the
secrets and mysteries that elude the average naturalist.

WINCHESTER PRESS
460 Park Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10022

ASIAN SURVEY
Leading American monthly devoted to current developments in Asia. Coverage
of political, economic and social trends in such societies as Communist China,
India, Japan, Pakistan, Korea, Indonesia, Thailand, and Burma.

Recent articles have analyzed such topics as civil-military relations in North Viet-
nam, China's international trade, Japan's nuclear policy, India's splintered Com-
munist Party, and the relationship between race relations and politics in Ma-
laysia.

Special issues on local politics and land reform in Vietnam (August 1970), party
developments in India (November 1970), and Communist China (December 1970)
have been scheduled. In addition, as a regular feature two structured issues are
published in January and February surveying major trends for the previous year
in some twenty Asian countries.

Rates: $10 per year for 12 issues ($11 for overseas subscribers). Special student
rate: $5 per year ($6 overseas). ASIAN SURVEY, University of California Press,
Berkeley, CA 94720.
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LIU'S SLIDES OF CHINA
Ike Land, the people, and now oiey

There are 300 colored slides in all. About one-third are original shots;
two-thirds have been selected from books and magazines for reproduction.

GENERAL.INTRODUCTION—CHINA, RE-EXAMINED

PART ONE: JOURNEY THROUGH CHINA
District 1 The Northeastern Region
District 2 The Mongolian Region
District 3 The Sinkiang District
District 4 The Tibet Region
District 5 The Southwestern Plateau
District 6A The Pearl River Delta—

Southern Paradise
District 6B The Subtropical Region
District 7A The Greater Shanghai Area
District 7B The Yangtze Valley
District 8A The Northern Region
District 8B The Oriental Cultural Center—

Peking
PART TWO: WORK AND PLEASURES

(1) Industries
(2) Sports & Recreation

(3) Togetherness
(4) Wedding
(5) Family Life

PART THREE: THE CHINESE WAY OF LIFE
(1) Modes of Dress
(2) Festivals
(3) Religions
(4) National Character
(5) Famous Men (pre-1914)

PART FOUR: TRADITIONAL INHERITANCE

(1) Dances
(2) Operas
(3) Paintings in Chinese Style
(4) Engraving
(5) Architecture

CONCLUDING REMARKS: CURRENT PROBLEMS

NOTE (1) The Kodak duplicates can be ordered directly by paying in
advance. The prices are $1.00 each and $255.00 for the
entire set (300 pieces), including return postage.

(2) Please write if a complete list of this series of slides is desired.
MAIL TO: Louis Liu

234 South Newstead Avenue
St. Louis, Missouri 63110

Microform Publications
on Indian History
The Political and Official Papers of Sir Charles Wood,
1st Viscount Halifax (1800-1885)
Sir Charles Wood was appointed president of the Board of Control for India in
1853 at an interesting stage in the British administration of India, when the term of
the East India Company's Chapter was almost at an end, and Britain's future course
with regard to the government of India remained to be determined. These papers,
including correspondence with most of the major political figures of the day,
provide important research material into the political history of both India and
Great Britain in the 19th century. £280.

Indian Records of the U.S.P.G.
These microfilms prepared in the U.S.P.G. Archives in London, contain missionary
reports and records for the period 1770-1900, relating in the main to Ceylon, Madras,
Calcutta and Bombay. £230.
In addition to the above, Micro Methods Ltd provide microfilm copies of numerous
historic Indian and South East Asian newspapers—separate leaflet on request, and in
addition, the Journal and numerous publications of the Royal Asiatic Society, London,
including the Transactions of the Society from 1823-1833.

Full details available from:

MICRO METHODS LTD.
East Ardsley, Wakefield, Yorkshire.
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ANNOUNCEMENT

The Twenty-Fourth Annual Meeting of the

Association for Asian Studies will be held

at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel, New York,

March 27-29, 1972.

The Twenty-Fifth Annual Meeting of the

Association for Asian Studies will be held

at the Palmer House Hotel, Chicago, March

29-31,1973
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Recently Published

Tai Chen's Inquiry Into Goodness

Translated and with an Introduction
by Chung-ying Cheng 192 pages $6.50

A Primer of Soto Zen:
A TRANSLATION OF OOOEN'S SHOBOCENZO ZUIMONKI

by Reihd Masunaga 128 pages $6.00

Slums Are for People:
THE BARRIO MAGSAYSAY PILOT PROJECT IN PHILIPPINE URBAN COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

Foreword by Lucien W. Pye
by Aprodicio A Laquian 264 pages $9.00

Planning, Development, and Change:
A BIBLIOGRAPHY ON DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION

Compiled by Garth Jones, Shaukat All,
Richard Barber, and James F. Chambers paper 192 pages $7.50

The Village Culture in Transition:
A 1TUDY OF EAST PAKISTAN RURAL SOCIETY

by S. M. Hafeez Zaidi 176 pages $6.50

West Pakistan: Rural Education and Development

by Abdur Rauf 192 pages $6.50

Australia and the Colonial Question at the United Nations

by W. J. Hudson 224 pages $8.00

Honolulu 96822 EAST-WEST CENTER PRESS
Cultural and Technical InMrchtmg* through Book*
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